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constraints on relays, and the need for orthogonal
time/frequency slots to transmit messages. To mitigate the
loss in spectral efficiency, a useful technique, so-called bestrelay selection, is proposed, in which only one relay is
selected to retransmit the source message. The study of
memoryless two-way relaying networks from the standing
point of information theory can date back to the early
seminal works of Shannon and Cover [4]–[7]. However,
applications of the fundamental idea to wireless
communication systems are more recent [8], [9]. The
primary motivation for reviving this research interest is due
to the promising spectrum efficiency gain of a two-way
relaying network over a one-way relaying network.
In this paper, the system performance (in the term the
achievable throughput, the outage probability, ergodic
capacity) of a two-way decode-and-forward two-way
relaying network over Rician fading channel under the
hardware impairment effect is proposed, analysed and
demonstrated in details. In the first step, the analytical
mathematical expressions of the achievable throughput,
outage probability, and ergodic capacity were proposed and
demonstrated for the both delay-limited (DL) and delaytolerant (DT) transmission modes. After that, the effect of
various system parameters on the system performance is
studied with closed-form expressions of the system
performance. Finally, the analytical results are also
demonstrated by Monte-Carlo simulation in comparison with
the closed-form expressions. The numerical results
demonstrated the effect of various system parameters on the
system performance of two-way decode-and-forward twoway relaying network over Rician fading channel under the
hardware impairment effect. The results show that the
analytical mathematical and simulated results match for all
possible parameter values for both DL and DT transmission

1Abstract—In this paper, the system performance analysis of
a two-way decode and forward (DF) relaying network over the
Rician fading environment under hardware impairment effect
is proposed, analyzed and demonstrated. In this analysis, the
analytical mathematical expressions of the achievable
throughput, the outage probability, and ergodic capacity were
proposed, analyzed and demonstrated. After that, the effect of
various system parameters on the system performance is deeply
studied with closed-form expressions for the system
performance. Finally, the analytical results are also
demonstrated by Monte-Carlo simulation in comparison with
the closed-form expressions. The numerical results
demonstrated and convinced the effect of the system
parameters on the system performance of the two-way DF
relaying network. The results show that the analytical
mathematical and simulated results match for all possible
parameter values.

Index Terms—Decode and forward; Two-way relaying
network; Throughput; Outage probability.

I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative communication has been recognized as an
essential enabling technology in wireless networks. This
technology has been already deployed in the 3GPP LTEAdvanced standards, and more sophisticated cooperative
communication techniques are also expected to be adopted
in 5G standards. The pioneering also expected to be adopted
in 5G standards [1]–[3]. The use of relay-based cooperative
transmission brings essential benefits such as extended
coverage efficiently and improved link reliability. Despite
those benefits, cooperative communication suffers from the
loss in spectral efficiency due to half-duplex transmission
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modes. The main contributions are summarized as follow:
1. The system model of Two-Way Half Duplex Decode
and Forward Relaying Network with Hardware
Impairment over Rician Fading Channel is proposed in
both DT and DL transmission modes.
2. The closed-form expressions of the outage probability,
achievable throughput, and ergodic capacity of the system
model for the DL and DT transmission modes are
proposed and derived.
3. Conduct Monte Carlo simulation to verify the analysis
results.
The structure of the rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section II presents the system model of the model
system relaying network in both DT and DL transmission
modes. Section III proposed the system performance of the
model system in details. Section IV provides the numerical
results and some discussions. Finally, Section V concludes
the paper.
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Fig. 1. System model.
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modified Bessel function of the first kind.
The equation (6) can be rewritten as follows
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The cumulative density function (CDF) of RV i where

i = 1, 2 can be computed as in [2]. Here, we assume that then
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More details of the analytical mathematical model for
delay-limited (DL) transmission and delay-tolerant (DT)
transmission modes of the two-way half-duplex DF relaying
system is presented in details in the following sections.
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III. THE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at s1 and s2 with zero mean
and variance
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respectively, K is the Rician K-factor defined as the ratio of
the power of the line-of-sight (LOS) component to the
separate components and I 0    is the zero-th order

where E    is the expectation operator, ni is the additive
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where i is the mean value of RV i which i = 1, 2

where i = 1, 2; s1, s2 is the transmitted signal from source
and relay, respectively. The power of the signal can calculate
as
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The received signals at the relay and sources nodes are
formulated as
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The probability density function (PDF) of random
variable (RV) i where i = 1, 2 is [10]
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In this section, amplify-and-forward (AF) adaptive
relaying protocol for two-way half duplex system network
over Rician fading channel is proposed and presented in
Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, the information is transferred between the
sources (S1, S2) and the relay (R) in two-way with the halfduplex system.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL
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Based on the system model on above section, the system
performance of the relay network is presented, analysed and
demonstrated [1]–[5]. In this section, the outage probability,
throughput performance of the proposed system are
proposed and derived.
3.1. Delay Limited Transmission Mode
Outage probability

i denotes the distortion noise with zero

mean and variance  i2 Pi .
In the DF relaying protocol, the transmitted signal s2 at the
relay should equal the originally intended signal s1. This is
only possible if the relay can decode the signal (otherwise
the relayed signal is useless); thus, the effective SNDR is the
minimum of the SNDRs between 1) the source and relay;
and 2) the relay and destination. We assume that the relay
knows g1 and the destination know g2, along with the
statistics of the receiver and distortion noises.
The signal to noise at the destination s1 and s2 are given
by:
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Throughput:
The achievable throughput of the model system can be
calculated as

 2 are the two independent variables. Therefore, the outage

probability can be rewritten as
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to source S2 link, C2 . We use the received signal SNR in
(3), (4), respectively. Then C1 and C2 are given by:
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The throughput of the system in the final formula is
presented as
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Because if not, I1 and I2 are always equal to 1. Therefore,
we would restrain R, so that (5) is satisfied



Finally, the closed-form equation of the system output
probability can be formulated as below
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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3.2. Delay Tolerant Transmission Mode
To determine the throughput, we need to evaluate the
ergodic capacity for relay to source S1 link, C1 , and for relay

(10)

We consider that:
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In this paper, Monte Carlo simulation was conducted to
verify the analysis developed in the previous section. For
simplicity, in our simulation model, we assume that the
source-relay and relay-destination distances are both
normalized to unit value. For the delay-limited transmission
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mode, the outage probability, and achievable throughput are
analyzed in details. On the other hand, the outage
probability, and the ergodic capacity for the delay-tolerant
transmission mode are proposed and demonstrated.
Figure 2 shows the effect of K on the outage probability
(a) and the throughput (b). In which simulation, we set P1 =
P2 = Ps = 10 dB and κ1 = κ2 = κ = 0.05; 0.2; 0.3. The value K
varied from 0 to 8 in Fig. 2. The simulation results show that
the Monte Carlo simulation is matched totally with the
mathematical analysis. Moreover, the outage probability
increases and the throughput decrease with the different
value K.

that the Monte Carlo simulation and the mathematical
expression is the same in all values of P1 = P2 = Ps.

(a)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Outage probability (a) and achievable throughput (b) of the system
model versus κ1 = κ2 = κ.

Finally, the comparison between the DL and DT modes
are shown in the Fig. 5.

(b)
Fig. 2. Outage probability (a) and achievable throughput (b) of the system
model in DL mode versus K.

After that, the Fig. 3 shows the influence of κ1 = κ2 = κ on
the system performance in term outage probability (a) and
the throughput (b). Here, we set the values of P1 = P2 at 10,
15, 20 dB and κ1 = κ2 = κ increased from 0 to 3. Similarity,
the throughput, and outage probability varied in the opposite
direction each other. Moreover, the simulation results and
the mathematical, analytical results agreed well in Fig. 3.
In the same way, the effect of P1 = P2 = Ps on the outage
probability (a) and the achievable throughput (b) is
presented in the Fig. 4 with three variants. The results show

(a)
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modes with depending on K. Furthermore, all the Monte
Carlo simulation and the mathematical, analytical results are
agreed entirely with each other.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the system performance analysis of a twoway half-duplex decode-and-forward relaying network over
the Rician Fading Channel under the effect of hardware
impairment with the delay-limited and delay-tolerant
transmission modes has been proposed, analysed and
demonstrated entirely. In the delay-limited transmission
mode, the closed-form expressions of the outage probability,
achievable throughput are proposed and derived. On another
hand, the closed-form expressions of the ergodic capacity,
the achievable throughput of the delay-tolerant transmission
mode are presented and derived. From the numerical results,
the numerical results show that the analytical mathematical
expression and the simulation results using Monte Carlo
method are totally matched each other. Moreover, this paper
has provided practical insights into the effect of various
system parameters on the system performance of the relaying
network. The results could be provide the prospective
solution for the communication network in the near future.

(b)
Fig. 4. Outage probability (a) and achievable throughput (b) of the system
mode versus ratio PS.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Achievable throughput versus Ps (a) and Achievable throughput
versus K (b) of the system mode for DL and DT modes.

In the Fig. 5(a), the comparison between the DL and DT
modes with depending on the P1 = P2 = Ps. On the other way,
Fig. 5(b) shows the comparison between the DL and DT
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